Abstract: The properties of field squeezing and atomic dipole squeezing in a coherent-microwave field driven degenerate Λ quantum-beat system were theoretically investigated. Numerical calculations indicate that the driving microwave may enhance or suppress both dipole squeezing and cavity-field squeezing, depending on the atomic energy level splitting and the microwave Rabi frequency. c Versita Warsaw and Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg. All rights reserved. The fundamental property of squeezed states is that of reduced quantum fluctuations in one quadrature component of the field or atomic dipole. Squeezed field states have been extensively studied [1-9] due to their potential applications in optical communication, gravity wave detection, high-resolution laser spectroscopy and quantum information theory. Recent studies of the dynamical behaviors in a system consisting of an atom interacting with a cavity field in which the atom or the cavity mode is driven by an external coherent classical field have aroused some researchers' interest [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Li et al.
The fundamental property of squeezed states is that of reduced quantum fluctuations in one quadrature component of the field or atomic dipole. Squeezed field states have been extensively studied [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] due to their potential applications in optical communication, gravity wave detection, high-resolution laser spectroscopy and quantum information theory. Recent studies of the dynamical behaviors in a system consisting of an atom interacting with a cavity field in which the atom or the cavity mode is driven by an external coherent classical field have aroused some researchers' interest [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Li et al. [6] discussed field squeezing in a driven Jaynes-Cummings model. Villas-Boas et al. [7] investigated the field squeezing effect in a system where a three-level atom in the ladder configuration interacted simultaneously with a classical driving field and a cavity mode, and they obtained higher field squeezing. Their results were restricted to dispersive interaction and based on the adiabatic approximation.
In this paper, unlike the aforementioned authors, instead of driving the dipole-allowed atomic transitions, we deal with a degenerate Λ quantum-beat system whose lower levels are driven by a microwave field. We study the field and atomic dipole squeezing in this system without making any further approximation except for the dipole and rotating-wave approximations in obtaining the model Hamiltonian. In recent years, increased attention has been paid to the squeezing of fluctuations of the atomic dipole variables [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . It has been shown that squeezed atoms can radiate squeezed light [12] , and a relationship between field and atomic squeezing has been established under different initial conditions for the field and atom [12, 13] . However, dipole squeezing of a driven atom in a cavity has seldom been reported. The purpose of this paper is to explore both field squeezing and dipole squeezing properties in the driven Λ-type three-level system. We find that under certain conditions the introduction of a driving field may enhance both field squeezing and dipole squeezing. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the system under consideration consists of a Λ-type three-level atom interacting with a quantized cavity mode of frequency ω, with its two lower levels driven by a classical microwave field of frequency ν = 2∆. Both detunings between the cavity field and both dipole allowed transitions |a ↔ |c and |b ↔ |c are ∆. In a frame rotating at the cavity field frequency, the Hamiltonian describing the system can be written as [17] H =hga † (|a c| + |b c|) +hga (|c a| + |c b|) +h∆ (|b b| − |a a|) +h 2 Ω e iνt |a b| + e -iνt |b a| .
where a † (a) is the creation (annihilation) operator of the cavity field, |i j| are atomic transition operators, g is the coupling coefficient of the cavity field with the atom and Ω is the Rabi frequency associated with the microwave field. Arbitrary phases for the driving field and the dipole coupling constant may be absorbed into the definition of the operators; thus, there is no loss of generality in using real quantities g and Ω. We assume that initially the atom is in a superposition state
with
, and the field in an arbitrary state
The state vector for the system at any time t after the interaction starts can be obtained to be
where the coefficients in Eq. (4) are determined by the following differential equations:
e -iνt C a,n , and
with ν = 2∆. In the following discussion we restrict ourselves to the situation where the initial atomic state is the superposition of the two lower levels with an equal occupation probability, i.e. C a = C b = 1/ √ 2,C c = 0, and the cavity field is prepared in the coherent state |α , then the initial conditions for Eqs. (5) are:
and
Solving Eqs. (5) and (6), we are able to determine the coefficients in state vector (4) and get physical quantities that we are interested in. In order to study the field squeezing properties, we introduce two Hermitian quadrature operators:
They obey the commutation relation [d x , d y ] = i/2, so the Heisenberg uncertainty relation becomes ∆d x ∆d y ≥ 1/4, where (∆d j ) 2 (j = x, y)are variances in d j . The field is said to be squeezed if either (∆d x ) 2 ≤ 1/4 or (∆d y ) 2 ≤ 1/4. The condition for a squeezed field state is conveniently expressed by normal squeezing parameters:
where
Similarly, we introduce slowly varying operators
in the rotating frame, where the dipole raising and lowering operators are defined to be:
The 
, and
Dipole squeezing can be determined by calculations of H x and H y according to Eq. (5), (12) and (13). We will take d x and D y components as examples in the following discussion of squeezing effects.
The time evolution of the dipole squeeze parameter H y is shown in Fig. 2 forn = |α| 2 = 4 and different lower-level splitting (αis taken to be real for simplicity). From Fig. 2 we see that when the splitting is small, the driving field suppresses dipole squeezing, while squeezing is enhanced by the external field when the splitting increases. In Fig. 2(c) , the minimum value of H y in the presence of a driving microwave is much smaller than that without the driving field, indicating atomic dipole squeezing enhancement. In Fig. 2(d) we plot the local minimum around gt=0.4 of the squeezing parameter as a function of the Rabi frequency of the driving field for ∆/g = 10. It is obvious that there exists a Rabi frequency for the optimal dipole squeezing for the given splitting.
discussion of squeezing effects. The field squeeze parameter,F x , evolves with time as Fig. 3 displays. In the short time region (gt< 4), contrary to the case for dipole squeezing, the driving microwave makes cavity field squeezing more effective when the atomic splitting is small, whereas it suppresses field squeezing for large level splitting. Note that in the absence of the microwave, cavity mode squeezing for an initial field of a small mean photon number is rather modest (only several percent). This result is similar to that for the standard Jaynes-Cummings model [5] . However, the driving wave induces a long-time squeezing region, where field squeezing is enhanced greatly (more than 40% in Fig. 3(d) ). The authors of Ref. [6] have studied field squeezing of a classical field driven Jaynes-Cummings model, and found that the stronger the driving field, the larger the degree of field squeezing. The result here is different. Numerical calculations indicate that there exists a proper Rabi frequency of the driving field to make the amount of squeezing maximal in the long time region for a given detuning ∆ and initial mean photon number of the input fieldn. We also note that the degree of squeezing does not increase monotonously with increasing interaction time as Ref. [7] concludes, where a dispersive interaction in a driven cascade three-level system was considered. What about effects of the driving field on the other quadrature squeezing? This kind of study has not been emphasized in the past. In Fig. 4 we show the time evolutions of the normal field squeezing parameter,F y ,and the dipole squeezing parameter, H x . Neither of these parameters shows squeezing in the absence of the classical driving field. Both dipole squeezing and normal field squeezing are noticeable for a driving field strong enough.
Finally let us take a look at the transfer between dipole squeezing and field squeezing. In order to make this relation clear, we chose the initial field state and the atomic state to be a vacuum and |Ψ A = (|a + |b ), respectively. We display the time evolution curves of F y and H x together in Fig. 5 for this initial condition. In the absence of the driving field and for the zero detuning case, it is seen from Fig. 5(a) that dipole squeezing and field squeezing exchange periodically. Dipole squeezing reaches its maximum at
, m = 0, 1, 2, ..., transfers completely to field squeezing at times
, and later field squeezing transfers back to dipole squeezing at times t A , etc. This symmetric structure between dipole squeezing and field squeezing is similar to that in the resonant Jaynes-Cummings model [18] . For nondegenerate lower atomic levels, the above-mentioned symmetry is destroyed. Just after the interaction begins, dipole squeezing can be transferred to field squeezing, but this transfer does not always take place. For example, during the scaled time interval 7 < gt < 15 dipole squeezing is not transferred to field squeezing. The result implies that a dipole squeezed atom does not necessarily emit squeezed light. In Fig. 5 (c) a driving field is considered, and the transfer of squeezing is more complicated. We conclude that in general cases there are no simple relations between atomic dipole squeezing and field squeezing for a three-level system.
In summary, we have studied field squeezing and dipole squeezing in a degenerate Λ quantum-beat system driven by a microwave. It is found that a driving microwave may enhance or suppress both field squeezing and dipole squeezing in the system, depending on the splitting between the two lower levels of the atom and the Rabi frequency of the driving wave. The field-squeezing enhancement can be significant even for a weak initial coherent cavity field.
It should be noted that this study is mainly of academic interest. In spite of the evidence that the results of this paper provide a way to reduce the quantum fluctuations of the atomic behavior and enhance field squeezing in a cavity, the efficiency does not seem high. For example, the largest field squeezing enhancement takes place in a longtime interaction region, therefore, the effect may be neutralized by dissipations such as losses through walls of the field in a realistic cavity. The effect of cavity losses will be investigated in our future work.
